
The 
sprayers 
that set the 
standard in 
the industry
Chosen by more professionals, Chapin 
Industrial Sprayers are designed with the help 
of chemical manufacturers and construction 
professonals, specifically with your applications 
in mind.

Industrial grade... 
Others may repackage consumer quality, home 
owner products as “Industrial Grade” and 
expect the construction professional to not see 
the difference. Chapin is committed to provid-
ing the best value and highest quality products 
to the professional contractor.  

INDUSTRIAL
CONCRETE

TriPoxy® coating lines the interior of all Chapin steel tanks (Except Stain-
less Steel Tanks).The photo to the left is a cross section of a crushed 
Chapin steel tank. Note that the coating withstood the extreme stress 
put to the metal without flaking, chipping or cracking.

Chapin Industrial Concrete sprayers are equipped with Viton® seals and 
gaskets to handle the many aggressive chemicals used by profession-
als. To keep up with the ever changing chemical compositions and the 
higher solids in today’s solvents and excellerators, select Chapin Indus-
trial concrete sprayers are equiped with Xtreme® seals and gaskets that 
are resistant to the most extreme chemicals and high concentrations of 
Acetone®, Naphtha®, Xylene® and Toluene®. These models display the 
large X on the tank.

Our open head tanks have our unique Tri-Lock seal that ensures that 
the pump cap tightly locks into the tank making positve contact with the 
O-ring for a tight seal.
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The Dripless Shut-off

Chapin’s answer to those dripping wands! Chapin Dripless Shut-offs seal at the nozzle tip eliminating excess 
buildup in the extension wand that can cause unwanted drips when the shut-off is disengaged. When the 
trigger grip is released from spraying, the shut-off seals at the nozzle tip keeping the excess left in the wand 
from dripping. Excellent for applying sealers where percise control is needed. Equipped with Xtreme® Seals to 
handle most extreme chemicals and high concentrations of Acetone®, Naphtha®, Xylene® and Toluene®. 
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